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CHAPTER TWO 

Tri la tera l F igura t ions 

On the Development of Iranian Sufism 

En Islam iranien divided 'the spiritual situation of Iranian Islam' into four traditions: 

scholastic theology (kalam), Sufism (tasawwof), Oriental illumination (eSraq), and 

metaphysical philosophy (falsafa). Corbin experienced his Shicite universe to 

incorporate tension: "a 1'Université théologique traditionelle de Qomm [...] 1'emploi 

des mots tasawwof'et soufi fait passer une ombre sur les visages."1 As a solution he 

adopted authoritative Iranian distinctions between 'true' and 'false' Sufis, restoring 

transhistorical unity. Righteous ones were unambiguously involved with gnostic 

mysticism (cerfdn); tricksters, impostors and clowns were counteracting the SarFa. 

The underlying reality was an enduring collision of epistemic orders that con

stitutes a point of departure for the interpretation of conflict. Confrontations between 

Shicite Sufis and other Muslims have been, more than anything else, about spiritual 

authority (discourse about which Corbin, too, considered as among Shicism's 

unifying themes).3 Contestations of spiritual authority, in the realm of the state, the 

seminary or within the confines of the lodge, point to political economy. With 

spiritual authority have come power and wealth, and enemies of Sufism still reproach 

the fourteenth century Shah Necmatollah Wall for both. Spiritual authority, moreover, 

has been a scarcity in itself, as much as power and wealth, because of its largely 

exclusive definitions, and because the competing parties have striven after monopoly. 

The shadow that Corbin witnessed over theologians' faces in Qomm derived from 

1 CORBIN,1971, (1): XI. These distinctions derived from the medieval mystic SohrawardT. 
2 The circular movement of Corbin's analysis - defining, searching for and internalising a 

preconceived Shi'ite spirituality - involved an implicit interpretative choice that made for a category 
of people to fall 'out' that thought itself 'in', and. thus, what Foucault called a 'play of dominations' 
(in RABINOW, 1991: 85). Foucault used the term in the context of his analysis of 'emergence' 
(Nietzsche, Genealogy, History), to argue that classifications embody (previous) acts of power. 

'CORBIN, 1971,(1): 14, 18, 170. 
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18 MYSTIC REGIMES 

a challenge of their traditional conception of spiritual authority in terms of 

•guardianship' (welayat). The Shi'ite doctrine of the Imamate holds that the prophecy 

was followed by an Imamic 'cycle of guidance' (da'erat ol-walayat). After the 

('larger') occultation of the twelfth Imam (in 941), Imamic authority came to be 

represented by Jurists. From the sixteenth century onward, their powers increased 

through high positions in the Safawid state, and in the eighteenth century, when their 

state ties were cut, they attained a virtual independence. But only since Khomeyni's 

welayat-e faqïh doctrine were they identified as the Qur'anic category of 'those who 

rule' (uluH-amr). Jurist rule has since then attained an activist, political meaning. 

For Shi'ite Sufis, welayat has similarly referred to Imamic authority, but also to 

their spiritual leaders, to mystical states, or 'sainthood'. Enemies have often stressed 

the incompatibility of these two definitions, in reference to harsh criticism of Sufis 

by the sixth, eighth and other Imams.4 Nevertheless, Shi'ite Sufis have often held 

their (historical) leaders to have been representatives of the Imam on earth, or the 

Pole of Poles (qotb ol-aqtdb) and the Hidden Imam to be one and the same person. 

An esoterical reading of the Imamate in which Shi'ite Sufis share, considers the 

'cycle of guidance' in terms of 'intitiation' (bafat) and 'friendship with God' 

(walayat). This doctrine holds Imam CA1I to be the 'Friend of God' {wall-Allah) who 

has been chosen by God to be his friend and, through this friendship, to be the patron 

of the community of believers. The eleven Imams who came after CA1I were consi

dered Friends of God as well, but Sunni as well as Shicite Sufis have also used this 

designation to refer, instead or in addition, to themselves. Some daring, Shicite Sufis 

have considered themselves to be depositories of the Real (haqlqat) - that is con

tained in walayat - and thus to represent, during the occultation, Imamic authority.5 

4 There is a collection of forty Imamic ahbar in rejection of Sufis and Sufism, Al-arbaTm hadisan 
fi radd as-sufiya, kept in the library of ayatollah ol-cozma Mar=asl Nagafi (title reference no. 4578) 
(<SALEH<ALÏSAH>//IZ ka-ye süfiyan ta hoiür-e 'arefan, 1375/1996: 82). 

5 Walayat, which is put to the test for believers on judgement day, has been described as "the most 
important article of ShicI faith" (FARSAKH, 1969: 132, cf. FYZEE, 1955: 113). See various references 
in CORBIN (1971/1972) for the authoritative treatment (relating and contrasting walayat to 'guidance' 
(welayat), 'martyrdom' (Sahadat), 'love' (mahabbat), the 'revelation' (resalat), and the 'prophethood' 
(nobowwat). The core of walayat for Corbin is 'spiritual initiation'). The Iranian legend of early 
historical relations between Sufis and Shi'ites (that figures, for example, in the work of NASR (1972) 
and TABATABA'I (1360/1981, 1982)) may be summarised as follows: Up to the eighth Imam, 'All 
al-Riza (d.818), relations between the Imams and prominent Sufis had been intimate. The Imams 
figure in the spiritual genealogies of all Shi'ite Sufi orders. Shah Ne'matollah claimed descent from 
the fifth Imam Muhammad al-Baqir (d.#733) and the Ne'matollahl spiritual genealogy further reflects 
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There are, however, three compelling arguments against turning tension between 

Shi'ite Jurists and Sufis into a Weberian dichotomy of religious types that juxtaposes 

'law' and 'experience'.6 First, such a typology would neglect an historical pattern of 

overlap between Jurists and Sufis. Second, (if only) because of its antinomian 

traditions, Sufism is not a unitary social object.7 Variation in such patterns and dis-

proximity in traditions that state the eighth Imam appointed Ma'rüf al-Karhl (d.815) as the (first) 
general leader of Sufis. In between the eighth and the twelfth Imams, contact between them and Sufis 
declined. After the disappearance of the twelfth Imam, Shi'ite hostility towards Sufism came to the 
fore in the case against the Sufi martyr Hallag. But numerous Shi'ite Jurists such as Ibn BabOya 
continued to comment favourably upon Sufism (NASR, 1972: 114-20). The ultimate synthesis 
between Sufism and Shi'ism was formulated in the fourteenth century by Sayyed Heydar Amoll. 
Then, Shi'ite Sufis also played a role in the establishment of the Sarbedar dynasty in Sabzawar 
(MEIER, 1976, (2): 301). In mediaeval Iran and Turkey the Youngmanliness (fotowwal) tradition 
provided a linkage between Sufism and organised professional groups (RAHMAN, 1966: 151). Sufis 
were the patron saints of guilds and crafts, and craftsmen engaged in the associational life of Sufi 
orders. The guilds acted as "a kind of bulwark against the state authority", in particular since the 
eleventh century, when the Abbasid dynasty was on the decline. From the thirteenth century, they 
would constitute centres of recruitment for rebellion against it. Usually, these groups were "heavily 
tinged with Shi'i-sectarian ideas, as in the case of the Sufis who backed the rise of the Ottoman and 
Safawid dynasties" in the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries (KEDDIE, 1963: 50). Before attaining 
state power, the Safawids were called 'Sufi warriors' (Gozat-e sfifiya). For modern relations between 
(Iranian) Sufis and Shi'ites, see below. 

6 In his Religionssoziologie, WEBER defined an exclusive dichotomy of 'legalist' and 'mystic' types 
of religiosity (in Islam) (in 'The Social Psychology of the World Religions' (1977 [1922/3]). It 
opposed the Jurists' Islam of the Law and the Islam of Experience: Irrational, mystical, fatalistic, or 
orgiastic 'Dervish religion' (Sufism) (op. cit., pp. 269, 278, 284, 285, 288, 289, 292). In 'Religious 
Rejections of the World and Their Directions' (in the 'Typology of Asceticism and of Mysticism' 
(1977 [1915]), the Oriental mystic (non-innerworldly) type was contrasted to Occidental asceticism 
(op. cit., p. 325). Although Weber conceived of ideal types as approximations, the latter conception 
- which is more than an approximation - justifies historical critique (cf. AHMADI and AHMADI, 1998: 
60, who chart historical variation). Weber's views on Islam in general were contested on their logical 
coherence (TURNER, 1974) and empirical validity (RODINSON, 1974). Both strains of analysis 
indicate that 'Islam' is not in itself a suitable social science unit of analysis. Even 'fundamentalism' 
is not by some inherent mechanism opposed to Sufism. as is testified by fundamentalist Sufi orders 
(PETERS, 1986: 44-5). For similar reasons, GILSENAN proposed an historisation of Weber's ideal 
types (1973: 10-2). Possibly, WEBER'S dislike of German Romanticism - he saw German mysticism 
as a flight from reality into still enchanted private realms ('Science as a Vocation', 1977 [1919]: 155) 
- has influenced his views on Islamic mysticism. It seems furthermore probable that his studies of 
Islam - written at the beginning of this century, when knowledge of Islam often equated essentialist 
generalisations (cf. PETERS, 1986: 43; cf. ABU AMR, 1994) - were inspired by William James's a-
historical, and similarly social psychological approach to 'Varieties of Religious Experience' (1902). 
There is one reference of personal contact between Weber and James in 'The Protestant Sects and the 
Spirit of Capitalism' (1977 [1922/3]: 308). 

7 Classifications such as Hogwlri's (that divided Sufis into twelve groups) distinguished between 
praiseworthy ones and those to be condemned. Among the ones condemned were followers of Hallag 
and those proclaiming incarnationism (BALDICK, 1989: 64). Another famous Sufi who met with this 
reproach was 'Attar (d. #1220). Antinomians were often reproached for 'ecstatic utterances' (Sathïyal); 
words, possibly politically charged, spoken in a state of divine inspiration. They were the cause of the 
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tinctions, thirdly, had exterior and extra-typological reasons. The shape of relations 

between Jurists and Sufis, and between Sufis and their antinomians, has not prima

rily derived from a typologically structured spiritual universe, but from one in which 

all had to relate to Rulers and state regimes, whether dynastic, regional, or local.8 

exile of Bayezld Bastamï (d.#874). The Mu'tazilite inquisition of the ninth century targeted 
antinomians such as Zu'I-Nün al-Misrï (d.861). Many antinomians were known as the 'disturbed' 
(muwallahün) and 'enraptured' (magadib) (MEIER, 1976, (2): 512), and the most famous representa
tive of what has been termed Sufism's 'drunken wing' (after Bastami) was Ahmad al-Gazzali (d. 1126). 
Sufism's 'sober wing' as represented by Muhammad al-Gazzali (d.1111) stated that all antinomian 
Sufis had to be killed (BALDICK, 1989: 90). Antinomian Sufis who, according to SCHIMMEL, comprise 
a "class of illiterate, crude, and sometimes even very nasty saints" (1975: 20), were persecuted by 
Rulers, Jurists and Sufis alike. The 'wandering dervishes' (qalandars) prided themselves on anti-social 
behaviour (In the twelfth century they were transformed into Sufi orders, cf. MEIER, 1976, (1): 126-
7). They shared their outlook with the older 'people of blame' {malamatiya), who from the ninth 
century on strove to incur blame upon themselves by engaging in acts deemed improper, though, 
contrary to Wandering Dervishes, for religious reasons. The 'brigands' ('ayyarün) were powerful 
strongmen and criminals who from the ninth to the twelfth centuries fought a variety of enemies, for 
variable causes, in the name of 'chivalry' (fotowwat) (cf. TAESCHNER, 1960: 794). In Iran, chivalry 
by the name of 'youngmanliness' (gawanmardi) partially blended with Sufism, especially of the mala-
matl kind. 'Respectable' Ne'matollahis in seventeenth century Iran clashed with 'libertine' Heydari 
Sufis. Ne'matollahis and Heydarls were assigned to separate wards in Iranian cities. In Tabriz the 
inner-Sufism strife found its expression in annual fights and killings. In Shiraz it continued to the mid
dle of the nineteenth century (LAMBTON, 1954: 16; ABRAHAMIAN, 1979: 390). In other parts of the 
Islamic world, notably India, antinomians are to this day distinguished from their law-minded coun
terparts by the designation, sometimes taken as an honour, of being 'without the Islamic law' (blSai*). 

8 When Sufis ran into conflict, their antagonists were most often either Rulers (hokmranan. 
salatin), or Jurists (a rubric I employ to freely designate 'religious scholars' ('olama), 'those entitled 
to interpretation; egtehad (mogtahediri), 'those whose field is jurisprudence' (foqaha>), and 
theologians (mutakallinum). These socio-political categories are reproduced in other Islamic 
dichotomies such as 'the turban' and 'the crown' (ARJOMAND, 1988), or din wa dowlat (religion and 
state). The importance of conflicts with Jurists party derived from the fact that "as a class" they were, 
from the beginning of and throughout Islamic history, "intimately bound up with the state" 
(RAHMAN, 1966: 151). The most famous anti-Sufi 'dlim was Ibn Taymïya (d.1328). MEIER played 
down the importance of Rulers ("Die anstösse zum vorgehen gegen einzelne kamen aber nur in 
seltenen fallen vom fürsten selbst. Den anlass bildeten meist auseinandersetzungen auf einer 
niedrigeren ebene, zwischen Süfiyya und Süfiyya, zwischen theologen Oder juristen oder juristen und 
Süfiyya"), but then listed various cases in which state functionaries (admittedly not 'fiirsten' in the 
strict sense) were responsible for Sufi repression (1976, (2): 319-20). Jurists often provided Rulers 
with the arguments for fighting Sufis, and as a basis for more specific charges, three legal categories 
were generally available for framing these arguments: heresy/polytheism (Serk), infidelity/blasphemy 
(kofi-), and illegitimate innovation {bed'at). From the life-histories of Sufi martyrs it appears that such 
doctrine was often subject to political usage. Commentaries indicate that beyond doctrinal concerns, 
accusations levelled at the trial of Hallag (d.922) were related to groups that fought the Abbasid 
caliphate. The main charge, zandaqah, has been described as a "catch-all term for heresy deemed 
dangerous by the state" (ERNST, 1985: 99, cf. MASSIGNON, 1975: 425). Charges against 'Ayn al-
Quzat (d.1131) (claims to (prophethood and) kingship) point to similar motives for persecution. 

If one would incorporate the above three critiques of Weber into a refined (Weberian) typology 
of conflict, then actual options would amount to 13. As typology generally seeks lowest common 
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Sufism emerged from the seventh and eighth century quest of individual ascetics, 

who later assembled in groups and attracted an audience of pupils. As their teachings 

spread over the Islamic world, schools, lodges and orders came into being. However, 

as early as the ninth century, Sufism was involved in political-military activity.9 

Throughout Islamic history, alongside expanding military frontiers, Sufis have 

assisted in missionary conversion. From the tenth century, Sufi lodges had come into 

existence all over the Islamic world, and in the eleventh century, the Seljuqs used Su

fi institutions to protect the state against enemies.10 Beyond servile functionality, Sufi 

attempts at state foundation have been recorded from the twelfth century." In the 

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, Sufi orders emerged rapidly, which coincided with 

the usage of Sufis by the caliph during the restoration of the Abbasid caliphate. The 

socio-political importance of Sufism was reflected in the deification of Sufi sheikhs 

from the thirteenth century, as from then "they, in place of the scholar-jurists, became 

the most respected leaders of the population," while engaging in intimate relations 

with state regimes.12 In the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, most importantly, 

Turkish and Iranian Sufis "backed the rise of the Ottoman and Safawid dynasties."13 

denominators, it would depict only forms of conflict, to the neglect of causes. It would generate a 
three-tiered universe of Sufis, Rulers, and Jurists that divides into Sufi and non-Sufi sub-types and 
dissolves Sufism into antinomians and non-antinomians. These parties would then obtain for conflict: 
1) Sufi Ruler, 2) non-Sufi Ruler, 3) Sufi Jurist. 4) non-Sufi Jurist, 5) Sufi Ruler-Jurist, and 6) non-Sufi 
Ruler-Jurist. If the conflicts of antinomians (6) are distinguished from those of non-antinomians (6), 
and if conflict between Sufis and their antinomians (1) is included, then actual options amount to 13. 

'> MEIER, 1976,(1): 125; (2): 300, cf. TRIMINGHAM, 1971: 69. Seeking a Weberian explanation 
for Sufi power, LINDHOLM (1998) pointed to the paradox of an 'emissary religion' (active, moral and 
sober, i.e. non-charismatic) with a less than perfectly manifest revelation. Here, charismatic Sufi 
movements found their niche. It was to be taken over by 'emissary' religiosity, however, through "the 
rise of modern ideals, and the heightened repressive power of the central state" (op. cit. p. 209). 

' "BALDICK, 1989:58. 
11 MEIER, 1976,(2): 301. 
12 BALDICK, 1989: 171; MEIER, 1992, (2): 131. 

" K E D D I E , 1963:50, cf. RAHMAN, 1966: 151. From the fourteenth century, mystics were labeled 
'king' (iah) (BUSSE, 1972: 40). Since the end of the Middle Ages, Iranian Sufism developed in a 
separate direction because of the specific character of the Shi'ite state (see below, paragraph 2.1.), and 
because of the fact that Iran was never completely colonised. In many areas of the Islamic world. 
Western colonialism was as much of influence on Sufism as the earlier political history in which 
Sufism expanded alongside the Islamic frontiers. It provided the context for both a politicisation of 
Sufism and for Islamic reform movements. Sufi orders in North and West Africa, for instance, 
expanded both through their attaining of new political functions as tribal mediators and as propagators 
of Islamic reform. Either resistance to or collaboration with Western colonial powers (in an earlier 
period North African Sufi orders had resisted the Osman colonisers) brought about their position. In 
nineteenth century Senegal and Niger and twentieth-century Libya, the Tiganiya (see ABUN-NASR, 
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In the sixteenth century, the Iranian Safawid Empire evolved from a tribal Sufi order 

of Turkish descent. The subsequent repression and virtual disappearance of Sufism 

in seventeenth century Iran was caused by an historical inversion: a coalition of 

Rulers and Jurists. After the Safawids' defeat by the Afghan Afshar tribe in the 

eighteenth century (1722), many Jurists retreated to Iraqi centres where they would 

be virtually autonomous. In the nineteenth century, the new Qajar state extended 

royal patronage to Sufism, partially in an attempt to curb their growing powers. The 

reunification of the Iranian state and the Qajars' issuing of royal patronage set the 

stage for the re-emergence of the Necmatollahï order's mystic regime in Iran. 

2.1. The renaissance of the Necmatollahï order 

Worldly rulers [...] are manifestations of only one of the divine attributes, but 
the True King is he who rules over all the manifestations of all the Names of the 
Absolute: the Perfect Man whose sayings are supreme. Worldly rulers must 
spread his word by the sword. (Shah Ne'matollah Wall)14 

When Shicism became the state religion in 1501, Sufism was ruthlessly suppressed 

"because it was seen as a potential threat to political and religious authority."15 The 

state set out to deplete alternative, autonomous sources of spiritual authority in the 

figure of the sheikh - which had been crucial in the establishment of the Safawids: 

the first ruler, Shah IsmacIl, reigned as Sufi qotb as well as Imamic descendant.16 The 

realistic threat posed to state authority came from an organised Sufism of Safawid 

1965) and the SanOsiya founded states. The Mahdiya state in late nineteenth century Sudan derived 
from a (former) Sufi master. In Central Asia and the Caucasus, there is a similar history of resistance 
to (Russian) colonial rule and subsequent expansion, from the eighteenth to the twentieth centuries. 
The Emirs of Bukhara were dervish kings. From the sixteenth century, the strengthening of a Hindu-
Islamic syncretization marks the history of Sufism in Timurid India. In eighteenth and nineteenth 
century India, Sufism attained renewed political importance through reform movements and resistance 
to the British. Sufism had attained many socio-political functions in the Ottoman Empire, and in 
nineteenth century Turkey, Sufis lent their support to Osman pan-Islamism (cf. SIRRIYEH, 1998). 

14 Cited in POURJAVADI and WILSON, 1978: 21, cf. ZARRINKOB, 1369/1990, (2): 190. 

Throughout history, many Sufis had made claims to power, explicitly or implicitly, such as Nagm al-
Din RazI (d.1256), who "states in the Mirsad al-'Ibad min al-Mabda' ila'l Mcfad that the highest good 
was obtained when the kingship of faith and [...] the world were united in one person" (LAMBTON, 
1956: 138). During his fieldwork in Pahlavi Iran, GRAMLICH witnessed a Haksar ceremony in which 
it was held that: "Der König der Könige ist der Qalandar der Epoche" (1981: 87). 

1 5ARJOMAND, 1984: 109, 244; KIYANÏ. 1369/1990-1: 260-1. 
16 See ALGAR, 1969:27. 
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descent, and from differently affiliated groups, which had flourished in the wake of 

the Safawid ascent. NecmatollahI leaders, who had become related to the Safawids 

by blood and who were provincial governors,1 were aspiring for political power.' 

Attacks against Sufis renewed under Shah 'Abbas the Great (1587-1629) because 

of NecmatollahI political intrigues.19 However, a different Sufism flourished in his 

polity. 'Erfan, mysticism or philosophically oriented and respected 'gnostic wisdom', 

was largely unrelated to 'Sufi order Sufism' (tasawwof). Molla Sadra, the main 

representative of the theosophical School of Isfahan, strongly lamented libertine and 

wandering dervishes. The criticism of antinomians within the community of the 

faithful in the name of cerfan (underlying Corbin's construction) has since, however, 

also been adopted by many Iranian, Shicite Sufi orders.20 In the latter part of the 

seventeenth century, when many NecmatollahIs had fled Iran and Sufism had become 

politically impotent, Shah 'Abbas II (1642-1666), 'the dervish loving king', financially 

supported cerfdn and brought (remaining Sufi order) Sufism under royal patronage.21 

The ultimate conflict between Sufis and jurists in Iran erupted after Shah c Abbas 

17 MEIER, 1976: 126, cf. ALGAR ("Ni'mat-Allahiyya", Encyclopaedia of Islam). 
18 BAY AT, 1982: 33. By this time, the leaders of the order were living in India. Shah Ne'matollah's 

son Halllollah I migrated to Bidar because the large number of Iranian Ne'matollahls and a patronage-
like relation to the Indian king of the Deccan, Ahmad Shah Bahman (who had also been on good 
terms with his father), had convinced the son and successor of Timur Leng, Shah Roh, that he was 
seeking (worldly) power (ZARRINKOB, 1369/1990,(2): 199). 

Nüreddln b. 'Abdollah Wall (Shah Ne'matollah Wall Kermani) was born in Aleppo in about 1331, 
and at the age of about twenty-four he became a pupil of the Sufi master 'Abdullah Yafi'T. After 
YafiTs death Shah Ne'matollah set out to travel. In Transoxiana he founded lodges, but was forced 
to leave because of the wrath of Timur Leng (a Naqsbandl affiliate) whom he met once 
(NURBAKHSH, 1980: 45). He ended up in Kerman at the request of local pupils, and founded a Sufi 
community (with a lodge, mosque, garden and lessons in various Islamic disciplines) in which 'olama 
and foqaha' participated. He spent his last years in Mahan (where a lodge and a mosque were also 
built), and had by then gathered many thousands of disciples. He died in 1431 (ZARRINKUB. 
1369/1990, (2): 189-95). According to present-day affiliates, he was originally Sunni and later 
converted to Shi'ism (<MAHBOB<ALISAH>, 1368/1989: 43), but ALGAR stated ("Ni'mat-Allahiyya", 
Encyclopaedia of Islam): "there can be little doubt [he] remained a Sunni throughout his life." 

" BAYAT, 1982: 27, 60. One of the Shah's jurists, Baha' od-Din 'Ameli (1547-1621), was, how
ever, influenced by Ne'matollahi Sufism (KOHLBERG, 1989: 430). Another target of Shah 'Abbas, 
besides Ne'matollahi Sufism, was the extermination of the HorQfiya movement of letter mysticism 
(KIYANÏ, 1369/1990-1: 263). "Der Bedeutungswandel, den das Wort >Süfï< durchmachte: ur-
spriinglich eine Ehrenbezeichnung fiir einen [...] Krieger der Safaviden. wurde es in spatsafavidischer 
Zeit zur Bezeichnung eines verfolgten >Haretikers< verwendet" (VON GRUNEBAUM, 1995: 164). 

211 Cf. ENDE, 1984: 79-80. 
21 BALDICK, 1981: 126; ARJOMAND, 1984: 148. An aspect of Ne'matollahi history from the 

Safawid period is the blending, up to the middle of this century, of the Ne'matollahTs with the Nizari 
Isma'Ilis. See POURJAVADI and WILSON (1975) for the authoritative account. 
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II died and jurists initiated a course of confrontation. Even antinomian Sufis had 

attained power through royal patronage, but now the state reached out to the puritan 

jurist Mohammad Baqer MaglesI of Isfahan (d.1700). Assisted by the last Safawid 

Shah Soltanhoseyn (d.1722), MaglesI was able to wipe out much of organised Iranian 

Sufism, which included the Safawid Sufis who had by then "largely degenerated, it 

seems, to a corps of palace guards,"22 and the remainder of the Ne'matollahls. 

The inquisition's effect was Sufism's virtual non-existence, for nearly a century. 

From the days of MaglesI, Shi'ite jurists redefined their positions to match a 

reinvigorated ambition for power, and jurist authority attained a new doctrinal status 

through the OsQlI school. Their state support ended, however, with the collapse of the 

Safawid polity in 1722. It also ended the effective imposition of a unitary religious 

identity, which was beneficial to Sufism. In the second part of the eighteenth century, 

the NecmatollahIs came back from their Indian exile to carry their mission to Iran.23 

Modernity in the anthropology of Islam 

There is a consensus, in the historical anthropology of Islam, about the incongruity 

of Sufism and modernity.24 Whether authors have argued its anti-modem essence, or 

related its diminished appeal in the modern era to the rise of nationalist movements, 

educational progress, industrialisation, or judicial reform - Sufism has been largely 

conceived of as a survival: a left-over that has lost its function.25 

22 HODGSON, 1974: 53, cf. KIYANI. 1369/1990-1: 264; ALGAR, 1969: 29. 
23 SeeBAYAT, 1982:27. 
24 Many studies in the ethnographic corpus on Sufism are embedded within various strands of 

evolutionism or modernisation theory, in which Sufism occupies the lower or traditional stage (see 
note 25). This has undoubtedly been the expression of anthropology's concern with themes such as 
'popular Islam', 'local Islam', and partial phenomena such as pilgrimages and 'saint worship'. These 
have been conceived as representative of 'traditional society', and unrelated to carriers of modernity 
such as 'scriptural traditions'. Anthropological literature on Sufism is basically untouched by the eth
nography of new religious movements, which has - in studies of cargo cults, messianic sects and mil-
lenarianism all over the world - analysed 'modernity" as a key factor for the coming into existence, 
revival or survival of these movements. Ethnographic representations of Sufism have built on well-es
tablished, orientalist accounts such asTRtMINGHAM's (1971), which held nineteenth century Middle 
Eastern secularisation responsible for a decline in adherence to Sufi orders (but not Islamic religiosity 
in general, see op. cit., pp. 245-59). The notion of Sufism's anti-modernity reflects indigenous per
spectives: "in short, the Sufi disagrees with the modernist" (POURJAVADY and WILSON, 1978: 4). 

25 One notable exception in the anthropology of Islam, except for GILSENAN (1973), has been the 
first monograph on a Sufi order in anthropology. EVANS-PRITCHARD'S historical study of the Libyan 
Sanüslya (1949) described the expansion of the order throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centu
ries, and its successful rally for support of tribal populations of Cyrenaica in the struggle with Italian 
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Sufism's decline is often construed on a par with jurist-led or 'juristic' reformism: 

eighteenth and nineteenth century Islamic movements that sought to redefine Islam, 

so that the Islamic world could withstand Western penetration and come up with an 

indigenous response to the West's technological superiority.27 Many ethnographic 

occupation. Other North-African ethnography, produced in the second part of the twentieth century, 
has been less prone to detailed, historical reconstruction. GEERTZ, in an otherwise subtle, ethnological 
comparison of Morocco and Indonesia (1968), constructed a dichotomy of religious development in 
both countries, the component parts of which were a 'classical' and a 'scripturalist' religious style (op. 
cit.. pp. 19-22). The historical process that linked the two styles was modernisation (described 
variably as 'modernism', op. cit., p. 20; 'the industrial revolution' or 'Western intrusion and 
domination', op. cit., pp. 56-7, etc.). It would be fair then, despite Geertz's dislike of these concepts, 
to conclude the dichotomy mirrored traditional and modern society. The classical religious style in 
both (traditional) countries, was 'mystical' (op. cit., p. 24). Geertz's typological depiction cannot be 
reduced to the particularities of two peripheral regions of the Islamic world, as the types were made 
to stand for the whole: "Sufism, as an historical reality, consists of a series of different and even 
contradictory experiments, most of them occurring between the ninth and nineteenth centuries" (op. 
cit., p. 48). Geertz strongly suggested, then, that Sufism is a thing of the past, bound to vanish with 
the emergence of modern times. Nevertheless, even in the twentieth century, about 2500 kilometres 
removed from Morocco, Evans-Pritchard's Sanüsïya would have their historical expansion, during 
'Western intrusion and domination'. Gellner's Saints of the Atlas (1969) built on the work of Evans-
Pritchard, in an extension of segmentary lineage theory propagated in the SanQsiya-study. The saints 
in question, a local kinship group of Sufi origin, were related to images of tradition. The High Atlas 
region studied possessed 'traditional institutions' that until the 1950s, Gellner commented in a later 
reflection, "survived untouched [...] in a kind of sociological ice-box" (cited in ElCKELMAN, 1981: 
137). Gellner made explicit the suggestion of intimate relations between Sufism and tradition in 
Muslim Society (1981): "Sufism is a kind of Reformation-in-reverse. It creates a quasi-church [....] 
So much for traditional society" (op. cit., p. 104, cf. 132-3). Not, strictly speaking, historical 
anthropology, but nevertheless sharing in the above assumptions, CRAPANZANO's ethnography of 
the Moroccan Hamadsha (1973) related ritual practice in the shantytowns of Meknes to its therapeutic 
functions. In describing symptoms treated in therapy, he quoted a psychiatry scholar who took them 
as "expressions of [...] anxiety reaction found in many primitive societies" [italics mine] (op. cit., p. 
5). What therapies did. was explain, in terms of socially bounded symbols, the nature of specific 
illness. "Such explanations," Crapanzano related, "are characteristic of many so-called primitive 
therapies" [italics mine] (op. cit., p. 6). It was al-Zein's conclusion from considerations such as these, 
that "Moroccan society is portrayed in this paradigm as static and [...] constrained within a 
predetermined universe of meaning" (1977: 243). But Crapanzano stated in his introduction: "It must 
be emphasized that the practices [...] of the Hamadscha [...] are not characteristic of 'Moroccans' in 
general," being 'a fringe phenomenon' (op. cit., p. 7). Not Moroccan society as a whole, but the 
Hamadsha were portrayed as primitive survivals of things past. The above descriptions do not apply 
to a new generation of anthropological Sufi studies (EWING, 1990: GROSS, 1990; MIR-HOSSEINI, 
1994), in which questions of modernity and traditionality have made way for contemporary theoretical 
concerns (in which Sufism is not usually dealt with in a long-term, diachronical perspective). 

-r' GELLNER (1981: 159-60) for instance conceived of relations between 'mystical' and 'scrip
turalist' Islam as a pendulum, which, however, got 'unhinged' through reformism. I have made a 
distinction between 'jurist-led' and 'juristic' because lay Muslims often carried reform. 

27 In contrasting the previous period with eighteenth century reformism. HODGSON claimed that 
"since Ibn Taymiyyah (d.1328), there had been few figures, even among the Hanbalis, to stand out 
with great intensity against the casting of all religious life into the mould of Süfi tariqahs. Most 
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Figure 1. Analytical grid for Sufism 
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treatments of Sufism, in the historical 

anthropology of Islam, have thus 

intersected the longue durée duality of 

law and experience with a similarly 

Weberian dichotomy of traditional and 

modern types of religiosity. 

The renaissance of the Necmatolla-

hl order, however, occurred within the 

modern era,28 while nineteenth century 

Ne'matollahïs were among the carriers of modernity.29 Systematic Sufi persecutions, 

in the seventeenth century, had preceded their ascent. These were enabled through 

co-operation between jurists and rulers, and unrelated to reformism in the eighteenth 

or nineteenth century sense. Eighteenth century ruler-jurist co-operation was less ef

fective in the absence of a central state,30 while their mutual relations gradually 

turned sour. The NecmatollahI order's modern social development, in other words, 

eludes the prevalent analytical grid for Sufism as an historical object (see figure 1). 

The reestablishment of the Ne'matolllahl Sufi regime in Iran developed through 

two figurations. In the first, the relations of Sufis derived, principally, from weak 

local rulers' competition for power in the absence of a central state. Both Sufis and 

jurists at times achieved autonomous local influence, which coincided with intense 

reformers had accepted this pattern" (1974, 3: 160). But in the mid-eighteenth century Muhammad 
b. 'Abd al-Wahhab from Arabia (d.1792) endeavoured to regain Ibn Taymlya's spirit. He promoted 
the cleansing of Islam of what he saw to be its alien, impure and otherwise undesirable elements, 
including Shi'ism and Sufism. Sufism, which for him represented a prime example of polytheism, 
especially stood out as an object of his hatred. 

28 ARJOMAND stated that as a consequence of Sufism's repression after the Safawid ascendancy, 
"it has continued [...] primarily in its highly cultivated form among the elite" (1984: 109, 244). The 
popular Ne'matollahl revival, however, offers counter-evidence to this widely held conception. 

29 It will not be useful for the present discussion to problematise 'modernity'. I use it in a loose 
sense, so that a variety of definitions can apply. It designates 'rationalisation' - the maximisation of 
efficiency between means and ends - in the economic, social and political spheres, and especially the 
willingness to explore new media to achieve these ends. For an exemplary analysis of contemporary, 
resilient Sufism (in the Lebanon), see NIZAR HAMZEH and HRAIR DEKMEJIAN, 1996: 227. Nothing 
like a ban of Sufi orders, as in Turkey in 1925, ever occurred in modern Iran. 

111 "In the short interregnum of the Afghan, Afsar and Zand dynasties [...] religious supervision of 
the jurists [...] did not, because of [...] the weakness of and the vacuum left by the state apparatus, 
have the same power and hegemony as during the late Safawid era [....] Among the Zahabïya and 
Ne'matollahis a new movement came into existence" (ZARRINKOB, 1369/1990, (2): 309). 
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mutual hatred.'1' The internal dynamism among Sufis, which enabled their ascent, 

consisted of an enormous growth in their ranks. Their power of popular mobilisation 

brought local rulers to seek proximity to Sufis, and to persecute them - with the aid 

of jurists - where they were seen to threaten the state. The relations between Sufis, 

rulers and jurists thus derived not from jurist modernity or Sufi traditionality but from 

the absence of centralised rule. Secondly, they derived from an ideologically 

aggressive and rapidly expanding Sufism, and diminishing jurist chances for spiritual 

authority while their claims to it had greatly increased in the eighteenth century. 

The reunified Iranian state was in the centre of the second, nineteenth century fi

guration, in which rulers often perceived jurists as threatening. Several rulers granted 

Sufism state patronage - which defined the feudalist nature of the Qajar political 

system33 and facilitated the social renaissance of Iranian Sufism. From their newly 

found court positions, Sufis often continued to challenge jurist spiritual authority. 

1. 

The NecmatollahI order had royal relations through Shah Ne'matollah,34 and through 

intermarriage with the Safawids. In spite of an uncharacteristic conflict, the Sah-e 

welayat had "enjoyed the favour of kings, and this partiality was continued by his 

descendants."35 Shah Ne'matollah had been invited to send his son to India by the 

local king Ahmad Shah Bahman,36 in whom the order found patronage after 

Halllollah I migrated to the Deccan in the fourteenth century. There were Sufi 

migrations between Indian and Iranian NecmatollahI centres until the seventeenth 

century, when Sufism largely disappeared from Iran under Shah Soleyman. 

11 State formation starts with "a figuration made up of numerous relatively small social units [...] 
in free competition with one another" (ELIAS, in GOUDSBLOM and MENNELL, 1988: 131). 

"The Ahbarl revolt had been overcome by the Osulis, who defined an actively representative role 
for the jurists in the absence of the twelfth Imam. It may be generalised that relations between (Stiftte) 
Sufis and Jurists had generally been good where there was a common dynastic, Sunni enemy (this 
situation often obtained prior to the sixteenth century establishment of the Safawid state), and that 
they had generally been bad where (Shi'ite) rulers extended patronage to either jurists (as in the late 
Safawid era) or Sufis (as in the larger part of the Qajar era). 

" F L O O R , 1971:7. 
M Shah Ne'matollah's mother was bom from a royal lineage in Fars province (NURBAKHSH, 1991: 

145). After he died, "his body was carried by government officials" (op. cit., p. 146). 
"TRIMINGHAM, 1971: 101. Shah Ne'matollah's conflict involved Timur Leng. 
"'NURBAKHSH, 1990: 146. 
" POURJAVADY and WILSON, 1978: 27. Only some Zahabi and Nürbahsï groups had remained. 
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In the mid-eighteenth century the order's Axis was Sayyed <Rezacalïsah> DakkanI 

(d.1799/1800). It was his initiative to 'revive' the order in Iran - after Iranian Necma-

tollahls had asked him for a spiritual guide and he himself had experienced a vision 

in which the eighth imam CA1I al-Riza had told him to send one.38 He delegated his 

most entrusted Sufis, first Shah Taher and later <Macsümcalïsah>, "the king of all Sufi 

soldiers."39 Travelling for some five years, through the Gulf of Oman, from the Per

sian Gulf coast to Shiraz, Macsümcalïsah encountered widespread hatred of Sufism. 

In a hostile origin myth that represents Sufism as a subversive stronghold of alien 

power from the outset, the event has been regarded as "the coming to Iran [...] of a 

number of famous Sufis by means of a ship of the British East India Company."40 

According to various Sufi accounts, notables and jurists in the Shirazi court of the 

local Zand-dynasty (1750-1779) shared in the anti-Sufi sentiment. They convinced the 

ruler, Karlm Han Zand (d.1779), that MacsOmcalIsah was 'a fire-worshipper', that is, 

a Zoroastrian heretic, who made claims to divinity and kingship41 and would be a 

threat to the state. Furthermore, in an account by Sir John Malcolm it is mentioned 

that the Sufis had managed (despite hostility) to attract about thirty thousand 

followers in Shiraz, which approximated the size of a local Zand army.42 Beyond 

religious objections, the threat to the state posed by Macsümcalïsah seems therefore 

to have derived from the material reality of a numerically massive presence. A few 

years after his arrival, Macsümcalisah was chased from Shiraz, and he and his 

followers fled to Isfahan, molested all along the way by supporters of the ruler.43 

38 POURJAVADI and WILSON, 1975: 118. 
39 My paraphrase of "Mcfsüm'aliSah ast, Sah-e danvïs, soltan-e hame sepah-e darwir (in 

(MA'SOM-ALISAH,, 1318Q/1900, (3): 170), cf. ROYCE, 1979: 86. 
40 CAHARDAHÏ, 1360/1981-2: 3, 4. The story is not corroborated in ZARRINKOB (1369/1990) 

POURJAVADY and WILSON (1978: 94), ROYCE (1979: 84-7) orGRAMLlCH (1965: 30-1). Cahardahï 
did not mention (Ma'sQm'alisah), but as no other famous Sufis are known to have come from India 
in this period, (Ma'süm'alïsah) was most likely referred to. He misdated the event during Fath'altsah's 
rule (1797-1834) while (Ma'süm'alïsah) arrived in Iran in about 1776/7 (ROYCE, 1979: 90). 

41 Cf. (MA-SOM'ALISAH., 1318Q/1900, (3): 171. 
42 POURJAVADY and WILSON (1978: 109) and GRAMLICH (1965: 31) doubted Malcolm's figure, 

but even if it were reduced to one third, then the Sufis would still have constituted a force to be 
reckoned with by the local dynasty. My claim of comparable numbers derives from a description by 
<MA-sOM-ALlSAH)(1318Q/1900, (3): 174) of 'All Morad Han's army of 40.000 men. 

41 NURBAKHSH, 1980: 77-8, 85; <MA<SÜM<ALÏSAH>, 1318Q/1900, (3): 172. ALGAR (1969: 38) 

did not mention conflict between the Sufis and the ruler, and stressed instead that "at the urging of the 
itlama [<MatsumtaIisah>] was banished to a village near Isfahan" [my italics] (op. cit., p. 38). Zahablya 
Sufis retained Zand patronage (LEWISOHN, 1999: 37), probably because of political innocence. 
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The ruler of Isfahan, CA1I Morad Han Zand, was a relative of Karlm Han Zand, but 

not on favourable terms with the latter. It was apparently for this reason that he 

initially patronised the Sufis, one of whom "in return, gave his Sufi blessing to the 

governor's military campaigns, making special banners for his army." When 

convinced of their private political aspirations, however, he turned against them. 

The lodge of Ma'süm'alïsah was wrecked, and he and his followers were expelled 

from Isfahan. They were followed by the ruler's servants, who cut off the ears of 

Ma'sum'allsah and (Nür'alïsah), his favourite disciple and successor,4 and then deli

vered them at the kingdom's border, near Tehran. Tehran's sovereign, Aqa Moham

mad Han Qagar, had become the Zands' main rival (after having spent his childhood 

in their captivity). Like the ruler of Isfahan previously, he took the Sufis in his care. 

After recuperation in Tehran, they made a pilgrimage to Mashhad at his expense. 

They eventually parted ways and MacsOmcalIsah travelled for years. When setting 

out from Karbala for Mashhad on a second pilgrimage, he was arrested in 

Kermanshah at the orders of Aqa Mohammad 'All BehbehanI, a jurist consumed by 

hatred for Sufism, who went by the name of 'Sufi killer' {siip-kos). The exceptional 

influence of BehbehanI was such that he "accomplished the complete power and 

victory of the jurists in matters related to the holy law, vis-a-vis actual and virtual 

rulers, in the struggle with the Sufis."49 In the power vacuum that prevailed through 

the absence of a centralised state, BehbehanI had emerged virtually autonomous: as 

a ruler-jurist.50 Moreover, the jurists had been "newly invigorated by the triumph of 

the Usüll doctrine, which assigned them supreme authority in all religious affairs". ' 

In doctrinal terms, this immediately preceded the present-day concentration of 

"LEWISOHN, 1998: 443; POURJAVADY and WILSON, 1971: 114. LEWISOHN (1998: 243) related 
that a pupil of <Ma<sDm<aIIsah>, <Darwis Hoseyn 'All), always accompanied military campaigns of the 
Afghan ruler Timflr Shah (to bless the troops), with whom he and other Sufis had found patronage. 

45 Personal spite may also have motivated his hatred. When he was once chased away from 
Isfahan, Galalï Sufis loudly celebrated the event (<MA'SÜM<ALISAH>. 1318Q/1900, (3): 176). 

« <MA-SÜM'ALÏSAH>. 1318Q/1900, (3): 176; ZARRINKOB, 1369/1990, (2): 320. 
47 NURBAKHSH, 1991: 154; cf. <MA<SOM<ALISAH» (1318Q/1900, (1): 185). 
48 BAYAT, 1981: 40. (Ma'süm'alïsah) had been expelled from Karbala to Baghdad because of the 

enmity of jurists in the Shi'ite holy sites. From Baghdad, where he found the protection of the ruler 
Ahmad Pasa, he travelled to Kermanshah (ZARRINKOB, 1369/1990, (2): 321). 

« ZARRINKOB, 1369/1990, (2): 316. A similar situation occurred in Isfahan, but ZARRINKOB 
(1369/1990, (2): 317) judged Kermanshah to have been exceptional with respect to the jurists' power. 

5" ZARRINKOB, 1369/1990, (2): 317 
51 ALGAR ("Ni'mat-Allahiyya", Encyclopaedia of Islam). 
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authority in the figure of a single jurist. But the Ne'matollahï order, in the eighteenth 

century, "refused to validate the [jurists'] function, and often claimed that the Sufis 

were the true Shia."52 In 1797/8, Ma'süm'alïsah was charged with heresy and at the 

orders of BehbehanI he was put in a sack half filled with stones and drowned in the 

Qarasü river.53 Macs0mcallsah had by then transferred the leadership of the order to 

Nürcalïsah, which was probably only later interpreted as a formal appointment.54 

After parting from MacsOmcalIsah, Nür'alïsah had travelled the land with <Mos-

taqcallsah>, a Sufi musician. In 1785 they arrived in Mahan, where Shah Ne'matollah 

was buried. The following they attracted was so large, that not enough food could be 

found in Mahan to feed it.55 For this reason they went to Kerman, from where they 

organised Thursday night pilgrimages to Shah Ne'matollah's shrine. Thousands par

ticipated in the ritual journeys, and Ne'matollahl Sufi power led to a situation where 

"the application of the sharfat seemed in danger."56 After having converted members 

of the Kermani ruling elite, "the more or less dominant role [in Kermani political life 

came to be] played by Sufi masters [...] whose worldly aspirations for influence and 

status went beyond doctrinal considerations."57 At the same time, remnants of the 

Zand-dynasty tried to conquer Kerman from the hands of the emerging Qajar-dynasty 

(1779-1925), whose first ruler had acted as a royal patron of the Ne'matollahls. 

The Sufis' power, it may be hypothesised, was an important motive for the Qajars 

to seek proximity to them,58 and for the hatred of the Zands. When in Kerman in 

1792, the Qajar ally MostaqcalIsah entered a mosque to pray. The prayer leader who 

was on the side of the Zands called upon the crowd to stone him.59 He was declared 

an heretic and stoned outside the mosque. MostaqcalIsah's persecution forced 

Nür<alïsah to flee. He went to Shiraz and then in Karbala he again ran into conflict 

with jurists, who declared him an infidel and sought for his execution. When Aqa 

Mohammad conquered Kerman in 1794, he inflicted a cruel massacre upon the 

52
 BAYAT, 1982: 27, cf. MARTIN, 1989: 19-20: ALGAR, 1969: 37. 

53 GRAMLICH, 1981: 31. ROYCE (1979: 171) mentioned contradictory versions of the killing 
5 4GRAMLICH, 1965:31. 
55 POURJAVADI and WILSON, 1975: 119. 
56 ALGAR, 1969:38. 
57 BAYAT, 1982: 60. More extensive descriptions are given by ROYCE (1979: 152-62). 
58 ZARRÏNKÜB thus mentions "this reaching back to a former Sufism, like the return to centralised 

government, was not accomplished without many difficulties, especially sharp conflicts with jurists" 
[my italics] (1369/1990, (2): 310-11). 

'*> BAYAT (1982: 61) mentioned 1791, but ROYCE'S dating (1979: 161) is more precise. 
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population and only spared the remaining Sufis (and related Nizarl IsmacHls). 

After the (fragile) reunification of Iran in the late 1790s, the second Qajar king 

FaUYallsah (1797-1834) "who was not personally antipathetic to Sufism"61 dealt with 

the Sufis differently than Aqa Mohammad.62 As "the influence of the Ni'matallahis 

[...] reached the highest in the land",63 he asked for Nür'alïsah to be expelled, and 

"because of [the Sufis'] aim of founding a [worldly] reign [...] FaüYalïsah [...] aided 

the jurists [...] in their persecution."64 Two of NuYallsah's devotees were delivered 

to BehbehanI, and FaüYalïsah acted against a concentration of Ne'matollahïs, similar 

to the one in Kerman, in Gilan.65 Although there is a panegyric, in a work in the name 

of Nü^allsah, that had probably been composed as a "political ploy to gain favour 

and support from the Qajar state",66 Nur'allsah had also felt that "the Sufi master was 

the true deputy (na^ib) of the Hidden Imam."67 A citation from Nür'allsah after the 

Isfahan debacle amply illustrates the worldly ambitions that the king was up against: 

The power of the Qutb [Axis] is obviously greater than that of any ruler [....] 
Salvation in this world and the next depends on obedience to the Qutb of the 
time, 'who, in our era, is Sayyid Ma'sQm <Ali Shah'. If a ruler attacks the Qutb, 
he must come to ruin, not only because the cosmic balance has been threatened, 
but because the dervishes themselves will his ruin.68 

NOr^alisah, who had granted permission to spread the teachings to an exceptionally 

large number of disciples - which is likely to have doubled to about 60.000 - 6 9 was 

probably poisoned in 1798 by BehbehanI (the killer of Macsümcailsah).7 In 

'" Revenge for Kerman's disobedience consisted of the blinding 20.000 inhabitants and the 
building of a pyramid of eyeballs in the public square (POURJAV ADI and WILSON, 1975: 124). 

61 MARTIN, 1989: 20. The state "had chosen to patronise the ulama" (ALGAR, 1969: 46). 
62 Since the eclipse of the Safawids, only the ruler of the Afghan Afshar tribe, Nader Sah, had been 

able to temporarily reunify Iran politically in 1736 (ALGAR, 1969: 30). 
« M A R T I N , 1989:20. 
64 ZARRINKÜB, 1369/1990. (2): 324. "Most of the jurists [...] looked upon Sufism with a critical 

mind [....] and they reckoned its condemnation to be a religious necessity" (op. cit., p. 315). 
«ALGAR, 1969:63,64. 
66 LEWISOHN, 1998: 443, in reference to <NurcalKah>'s Paradise of the Lovers' Union {öannat ol-

wesdl). The part referred to (the seventh) was written by to (Nezam'allsah), whose teacher was 
<Rownaqcalisah>, a pupil of (NOi^alisah) (GRAMLICH, 1965: 35, cf. DE MlRAS, 1973: 23). 

"ALGAR ("Ni'mat-AUahiyya", Encyclopaedia of Islam). 
68 POURJAVADY and WILSON, 1978: 117, citing <Nürcalïsah>'s Book of Guidance (Hedayat-

namc).The immediate reference was to the fate of the Zand kings of Shiraz and Isfahan. 
<» LEWISOHN (1998: 441), citing MALCOLM (1829: 298). 
7"CAHARDAHI, 1362/1983: 8, cf. GRAMLICH, (1965: 34), who doubted the claim. 
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NecmatollahI hagiography Nüi^allsah has the reputation of being the order's 'reviver' 

(mohyi) in Iran. Despite their persecution and martyrdom, Macsümcalïsah and 

Nürcalïsah had managed to convert large numbers of people to their variety of 

Sufism. And in spite of the king's resistance, and the jurists who "opposed the Sufis 

from the beginnning of the Qajar dynasty", Sufism revived under Fath'alïsah.71 

MIR-HOSSEINI (1994, (1)) has analysed Ahl-e Haqq legends in reflection of 

neglected or taken-for-granted 'outer history'. "There is much to be inferred from 

these narratives about the dynamics [of their] communities", she held, the narratives 

appearing in "forms common to those of Sufi orders."72 Exteriority is similarly 

contained in the contrast between Rezacallsah's innocuous vision73 and the power 

ideology of Nürcalïsah. It also brings to the fore that the idea of a single powerful 

leader (qotb) had developed, while this idea had probably been absent when the Sufis 

travelled to Persia.74 Various descriptions of Qajar Persia, moreover, bear witness of 

Sufism's tremendous social power. Before nowrüz, dervishes from all over the 

country flocked into the cities, presented themselves at the houses of the wealthy, and 

expected to be taken in and to be taken care of financially. Few dared ignore them.75 

More precisely, these contrasts reflect figurational changes in the trilateral 

relations of Sufis, jurists and rulers that occurred along the paths that the Sufis 

travelled. Their persecution and patronage in Shiraz, Isfahan and Tehran (as well as 

in many other places) marked Sufism's re-emergence as a socio-political force in 

Iran. It proved to be both an attraction, to local rulers who competed for state power, 

and a danger. Where rulers deemed Sufis dangerous, jurists, whose ambitions for 

power had greatly increased, enabled their persecution. The height of the jurists' 

persecutions in Kermanshah, and of Sufi power in Kerman, reflected the absence of 

a central state, and even of strong, independent rulers in these localities. The context 

for renewed ruler-jurist co-operation in anti-Sufi purges, finally, was Fathcallsah's 

territorial reunification, which had no use for a politically assertive Sufism. 

71 NASR, 1972: 119; ZARRÏNKÜB, 1369/1990.(2): 317. ZARRÏNKÜB stated that the ruler and ju

rists co-operated under Fath'alisah in allegations of heresy (takflr) towards the Sufis (op. cit., 324). 
72MlR-HOSSEINI, 1994, (1): 273. 
73 From the little that is known (POURJAVADY and WILSON, 1978: 93-5), it appears <Reza<alisah> 

had foreseen the suffering and death of <Ma'süm'alïsah>, but not his socio-political power 
7 4 GRAMLICH, 1965:31. 
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2. 

After the Qajars had established national state power, and Fathcallsah had done away 

with the Sufis that Aqa Mohammad had protected during the Qajars' ascent, "Sufism 

as a popular force had ceased to be a serious threat to [the rulers'] authority."76 But 

even FaüYalïsah had not been able to prevent Ne'matollahi Sufis from infiltrating into 

the royal court. The first Crown Prince and governor of Gilan had become a disciple 

of <MagzQbcalIsah> (d.1823), and his son was initiated in the order as well.77 The 

second Crown Prince and Governor of Tabriz cAbbas Mlrza was similarly 

sympathetic to Sufism, and he allowed his retainers to join the Ne'matollahi order.78 

These developments indicated the emergence of a second trilateral figuration. The 

potency of Sufi imagery had been a reflection of the open field, the absence of terms 

of engagement, in the relations of Sufis, rulers and jurists.79 Through territorial rein

tegration and rulers who conceived of jurists as obstacles, Sufis now attained a 

position in court society. Mass adherence had turned Sufism into popular religiosity, 

but court society made it salonfahig. New Sufi religiosity was reflected in moderated 

imagery, and in the fact that each of the order's qotbs would now also be a molla.80 

75 See MEIER, 1992, (1): 530-31. 
» MARTIN, 1989:21. 
77 POURJAVADY and WILSON, 1975: 125. Modernisation in Iran was carried out by enlightened 

individuals who were court officials, and it was intimately connected with 'Abbas Mlrza. Measures 
to improve the efficiency of administration, the army, taxation, education and transport, modelled on 
the systems of Western European nations, were largely his initiative (see HAIRI, 1977: 11). Crown 
Prince Mohammad Reza Mlrza was also in touch with the next Axis <Masfalisah> (POURJAVADI and 
WILSON, 1975: 126). After patronage had degenerated, people spending "the money gained from the 
donations of the prince on pleasure", the vizier to the prince was removed and a company of Sufis and 
vagabonds, as well as the qotb Magzüb'alïsah, were punished by the Shah, in 1821 (BussE/Fars-
name-ye Naseri, 1972: 161-63). 

78 The Ne'matollahi pole <Kowsat<alIsah> had taken refuge with 'Abbas Mlrza "from the 
persecutions of the ulama" (ALGAR, 1969: 105). 

7 ' In his sociology of game-types, ELIAS (1976: 79-113) outlined a simple model in which two 
parties compete for a scarce good in the absence of norms for engagement. More complex models 
concerned relations between unequal players, more than two (groups of) players, and players at 
different levels. None of the present cases sufficiently resembles the models for technical analysis, 
but enough to illustrate main mechanisms. In the first, simple figuration, there was unregulated 
competition for spiritual authority, with explicit Sufi power claims. State centralisation in the second, 
complex figuration (Elias' model 3a), made for a moderated Sufism in the royal court. 

»" POURJAVADY and WILSON (1978: 139, 142). Early leaders in the Iranian Ne'matollahi renais
sance such as (NQi'alisah) had also received official Islamic religious training (ROYCE, 1979: 111). 
POURJAVADY and WILSON (1978: 137) resisted the label 'aristocratic' for the Ne'matollahi order -
which they felt was an untenable political designation - unless it referred to individual Sufis being 
'noble' (Sarif). In my analysis, this mental characteristic derived from aristocracy in the political sense. 
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Under Fathcallsah's grandson Mohammad Sah (1834-1848), NecmatollahI Sufis were 

found in the court, "recruiting members from among prominent government officials 

and royalty."81 Mohammad Sah had been initiated into the NecmatollahI order in his 

youth,82 and remained anti-clerical ever since.83 "Sufis were given posts at court and 

entrusted with government missions: Mlrza Mihdï Khü'ï, a murshid (spiritual guide) 

of the Ni'matollahï order, was chief scribe to the Shah", and the last leader of the 

semi-unified Ne'matollahl order, before present-day divisions - <RahmatcalIsah> 

(d.1861) - was appointed vice-premier (na'eb os-sadr) of Fars.84 Upon his coronation, 

Rahmat'alïsah's master Zeyn ol-cAbed!n SerwanI <MastcalIsah> (d. 1837/8) had 

"arranged a majlis [religious gathering] in the throne room, as if to put a Sufi seal on 

the new reign" [my emphasis],85 and as if inspired, after many centuries, by the 

81 BAYAT, 1982:61. 
82 POURJAVADI and WILSON, 1975: 125. <MA<SOM'ALÏSAH> (1318Q/1900, (3): 469) referred to 

him - apparently with a Ne'matollahï religious hierarchy in mind with Sufis on top - as the 'Axis of 
the rulers' (qotb os-salatln) (and as 'dervish king'). 

83 See ARJOMAND, 1988: 91, cf. ZARRÏNKÜB. 1369/1990, (2): 341. 
»' ALGAR, 1969: 107, cf. CAHARDAHI. 1352/1973, 3: 527 (for a slightly different version). 
»5 POURJAVADI and WILSON, 1975: 126, 158. Ne'matollahl spiritual genealogy (GRAMLICH, 

1965: 27-69; NURBAKHSH (1980); POURJAVADY and WILSON (1978); HOMAYONI (1992) reckons' 
eight Imams to have been succeeded by a series of Sufi masters who culminated in Shah Ne'matollah. 
The eighth Imam appointed: Ma'rüf al-Karhï (d.815/6), who was succeeded by Sari al-SaqatT (d.867); 
Abu'I-Qasim al-Gunayd (d.910); Abu •All al-RQzabari (d.934); Abü 'All b. al-Katib (d.#951/2); Abü 
'Usman al-Magribl (d.984); Abu'I-Qasim al-Gurgani (d.#1076/7); Abu Bakr al-Nassag (d.1094): 
Ahmad al-Gazzali (d.1126); Abu'1-Fazl al-Bagdadl (d.1155); Abu'l-Barakat (d.1174); Abu'l-Sa'Dd al-
AndalusT (d.1183); Abü Madyan Su'eyb al-Magribl (d.1197); Abu'l-FutOh al-Sahïd al-Sa'ïdï (d.?); 
Nagm al-Din Kamal al-KDfl (d.?); Razi al-Din Salih al-Barbari (d.?); Abu'l-Sa'adat 'Abdullah al-Yafi<i 
(d.1367). The successors of Shah Ne'matollah: Borhaneddïn Halïlollah I (d.?); Habibeddin 
Mohïbbollah I (d.?); Kamaleddïn 'Atiyatollah I (d.?); Borhaneddïn Halïlollah II (d.?); Samseddïn 
Mohammad I (d.?); Habibeddin Mohïbbollah II (d.?); Samseddïn Mohammad II (d.?); Kamaleddïn 
'Atiyatollah n (d.7); Samseddïn Mohammad III (d.?); Mahmüd Dakanï (d.?); Samseddïn Dakanï (d.?); 
(Reza'alïsah) (d.1799); (Ma'süm'alïsah) (d.1797/8); (Nür'alïsah) (d.1798). After (Nürtllsah) the order 
split in two branches, while the main branch further split in three branches after «Magzüb'alïsah): 

r 
<Bahrol-cOIQm> (d.1797/8) 
{HoggafaWsdhl affiliation) 

i 

Molla Lotfollah (d.?) 

AhQnd Molla Hoseynqoli Hamadanï (d.1894) 
i 

Mohammad Bahari Nagafi (d.1907) 

<Wahid ol-<Eyn> (d.?) 
i 

Sayyed Mohammad Kazem cAssar (d.?) 
i 

'Abdolhoggat Balagï (Hoggat'alïsah) (d.?) 

<Hoseyncalïsah> Esfahanï (d. 1818) 
(main affiliation) 

i 

<MagzQb<aIisah> (d. 1823/4) 
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vision of Shah Necmatollah. But while Shah Ne'matollah had sought the jurists' 

respect and co-operation, Mastcallsah was in a (court) position that allowed for him 

to confront them harshly: "The foqaha' are the trusted ones of the Prophet, if they do 

not intervene in worldly affairs. The Prophet was asked, 'And if they do?' He replied, 

'They follow the king, and if they do that, then protect your faith from them'."8' 

Hostile, anti-Sufi tracts were written by many of the colamd in response to the Nec-

matollahï challenges, and the Iranian state that tolerated these. In this way, "the pre

carious balance between the monarchy and the ulama preserved by Fath 'AH Shah 

was virtually destroyed."87 Sufism's royal patronage had figured, as in the previous 

century but now with a new, vigorous effectiveness, in a process "of strengthening the 

state [which] was [generally] one tending to restrict the prerogatives of the ulama."88 

It had taken the Necmatollahï order nearly one century to conquer Iran - from the 

BahmanI rulers' patronage, through the vision of Rezacallsah, and stormy relations 

to local rulers and jurists. NecmatollahIs had found new royal patronage in a unified 

state under Mohammad Sah Qagar, whose initiation made him a Sufi-king as much 

Sayyed Hoseyn AstarabadI (d.?) (Mast'allsah) (d.1837/8) cKowsar'allsah) (d.1831) 
(Samsiya affiliation) (main affiliation) (Kowsartya affiliation) 

Shah Kalal Laknahowrl (d.?) <Gannat<alisah> (d.1878) 
I i 

Mïr 'Alamsah Hendl (d.?) (Magzüb'allsah) (d.?) 
i i 

'Abdolqoddüs Kermansahanï (d.1892) <MocIn ol-c01ama>> (d.?) 

<Sams ol-'Orafa') (d.1935) <Mahbüb'alïsah> (d.?) 
i i 

(Hoggat'alisah) (d.?) Hagg Sayyed 'Abdollah Sadr 'EraqI (d.?) 
i I 

Hagg Mir Sayyed 'All Qommi Borqo'I (d.?) <Babü Sah Cerag> (d.#1992-1996) 

Mohammad Reza Garollahl 

86 ALGAR's (1969: 37) citation from <Mast<alisah>'s Büslan al-sixaha, cf. LEWISOHN, 1998: 447. 
87 ALGAR, 1969: 38, 105. <Mast'alTsah> obtained a royal salary and the possession of a village 

(GRAMLICH, 1965: 52). "Devotion to Sufi adepts, especially Ni'matullahis, was not rare among the 
Qajar ruling elite of the early nineteenth century. Contrary to official state support for the 'ulama, and 
in spite of recurring Sufi persecutions, dervishes were occasionally admitted to service in provincial 
courts. Sufi scholars such as Mulla Riza Hamadani. Kawthar 'AM Shah, were prominent in Tabriz" 
(AM AN AT, 1997: 456). Mohammad Sah's sympathies were related to two of his Sufi-minded advisors 
in the royal court, Molla Nasrollah Sadr ol-Mamalek and Haggï Mirza Aqasi, who himself aspired for 
the Ne'matollahi leadership (cf. AMANAT, 1988: 109; 1997: 29-30, 60-1; POURJAVADI and WILSON, 
1975: 128). Between 1836 and 1848, Aqasi virtually controlled state affairs in Iran, and used his 
control to intimidate and suppress the ulama (cf. ALGAR, 1969: 106, 119). 

88 ALGAR, 1969: 120. 
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as the Safawid Shah IsmacIl. No NecmatollahI Sufi is known to have ever run into 

conflict with Islamic reform movements during the Iranian ascent, except for one 

pupil of <Hoseyncalïsah> (d.1818). He was slaughtered in 1802, by Wahhabis, one year 

after their destruction of the tomb of Imam Hoseyn in Karbala.89 But the order's 

expansion would continue, and its spread over Iran coincided with numerous splits.90 

Mohammad Sah had bestowed the honorific title Peacock of Gnostics {tawus ol-

'orafa') upon the first SoltancalIsahI-NecmatollahI axis, <SacadatcalIsah> (d.1876).91 

As Rahmat'alïsah's succession led to an unparalleled disunity, he was fiercely 

attacked by Ne'matollahïs who contested his claims to leadership. Among these were 

the followers of <SafFalïsah> (d.1899), who had managed to surround himself with 

members from the Tehran elite. <ZahIr od-Dowle> (1864-1924) was Naser od-Dln 

Sah's Minister of Public Ceremonies (wazir-e taSrifat) and his son in law. In 1885, 

possibly sent by the king, he joined the Saffalïsahï lodge. He soon achieved promi

nence in the order and became Saffalïsah's successor.92 Throughout his life as a noble 

Sufi he combined various gubernatorial appointments with activities in the order. 

While there was a further "reduction in the power of the [official] religious 

classes", Safïcalïsahï prominence and wealth were testified by the founding of tra

ding houses in India and China during the reign of Mohammad Sah and Naser od-Dln 

Sah (1848-1896). According to a recent estimate, about "one-fifth of the [...] popula

tion of Qajar Persia were 'either dervishes or followers of some dervish group'."94 But 

as separate NecmatollahI branches emerged - that would develop into separate orders 

- the union of royalty and Sufism began to dissolve. SoItancalIsahI sources have Saca-

dafalïsah wishing for and predicting the death of the Shah - whom he reportedly con

sidered 'despotic' - and they regard the king's killer to have executed Sacadatcallsah's 

89 The victim was a famous scholar, 'Abdolsamad Hamadani (GRAMLICH. 1965: 40). and the 
master of Haggi MIrza AqasI, who was particularly powerful in Iran in 1836-1848 (see above). 

90 In 1851, Lady SHEIL considered the Ne'matollahls "the fraternity most prevalent in Persia" 
(1856: 194). The connection between splits and expansion is confirmed by GRAMLICH, who stated 
that "Wachstum, Zersplitterung und straffere Zusammenfassung der Splintergruppen gingen im [...] 
19. und 20. Jahrhundert mil der Ausbreitung des Ordens in Persien Hand in Hand" (1965: 27). 

'" The Zo'r-ReyasateynNe'matollahi order had similarly derived its name from a royal. Qajar 
designation (of Ha|g 'AIT Aqa (Wafa'alisah) at first, and later his son Hagg Mirza 'Abdolhoseyn 
<Munescalisah>, the master of Dr Nurbakhsh, cf. CAHARDAHI. 1352/1973. 3: 528, 531). 

1,2 (Safi'allsah) reportedly was a 'confidant of Nasr al-Din Sah' himself (FR YE, 1956: 10). 
« L A M B T O N , 1964: 116-7. 

'» LEWISOHN (1999: 48), citing Ga'far Sahrl's Tehran-e qadxm (Tehran, 1371/1992 (ii): 287). 
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command.95 Possibly, this new attitude reflected the immanence of the Constitutional 

Revolution, which would shatter the increasingly resented Qajar polity. 

Many of Zahlr od-Dowle's adherents consider him to have been, despite his royal 

relations, the ruler's enemy, and a seeker of freedom on the side of revolutionaries 

who sought despotism's political reform. In his capacity as governor of Hamadan he 

played a crucial role in 1906 in the establishment of Iran's first regional parliament 

in Hamadan.96 The transformation he brought in the SafTalïsahi order is moreover 

considered to have made it 'a secret organisation that was a meeting place for 

democracy-minded Sufis'.97 But Zahlr od-Dowle had obtained the permission for this 

organisation within the order by his brother-in-law Mozaffar ed-Dln Sah (1896-

1907),98 and contrary to the jurists, neither Zahlr od-Dowle nor the Sufis collectively 
99 

acted in a significant way during the Constitutional Revolution (1905-1911). 

55 <SoLTANHOSEYN>, 1350/1961: 115-6. Despite the fact that his reproaches against Sufism are 
often mentioned, CAHARDAHI (1361/1982-3: 163) moreover claims that Gamaleddin al-AfganT, who 
had inspired Naser od-DIn Sah's killer, was a pupil of (SafTalisah). 

56 Cf. FRAGNER, 1979: 121-80, and H AIRI, 1977: 130. The story was also proudly hailed by the 
present sheikh in <Zahir od-Dowle>'s lodge in Tehran (conversation, 07/17/97). 

»7 It is even held that Iranian Sufi orders in general were among the platforms on which ideas of 
political reform were discussed (see YAPP, 1978: 7). 

98 CAHARDAHI, 1361/1982-3: 44; ALGAR ("Ni'mat-Allahi", Encyclopaedia of Islam). 
•>•> KASRAVI mentioned <Zahïr od-Dowle» in the Tarih-e maSrUte as a person "who was counted 

among the supporters of the constitution" (op. cit., p. 627). But this view was contested by K ATlRA'I, 
who mentioned that there are no acts to match these sympathies, and that <Zahïr od-Dowle> continued 
to render his services to the Qajars (1355/1976: 108). 

Sufi protagonists of the revolution were rather found in the Zo'r-Reyasateyn order, in Hagg 'All 
Zo'r-Reyasateyn (Wafa'alisah), who was reportedly, despite his royal laqah, "the first man among the 
clergy of the province of Fars to self-sacrificingly devote himself to [...] the Constitution." He and his 
followers wore military clothes (CAHARDAHI, 1352/1973, (3): 530). The hanaqah of his successor 
<Sadeqcalisah>. "was [...] a sanctuary for the politically oppressed [....] During the [...] constitutional 
period, his house served as a hide-out for many distinguished men among the opposition" (NUR-
BAKHSH, 1980: 114, 115). ABRAHAMIAN mentioned 'the leader of a Ni'mati order' as a member of 
a Revolutionary Committee (1979: 403), and indicated the legend of Freemasonry's involvement to 
have even inspired Khomeyni's evaluation of the Constitutional Revolution (1993: 94). The pro-Con
stitution jurist Tabataba'1 was a Freemason (ABRAHAMIAN. 1993: 96) but it is unknown if this inspi
red his political views. (Azali) Babism, "the most dangerous heterodoxy to emerge in the nineteenth 
century" (MARTIN, 1989: 21) rather than Freemasonry or Sufism was a major force of reform. Sufism 
is not related to the jurist-led Tobacco Protest of 1891/2 either. <Zahir od-DowIe>'s public respon
sibilities did not do anything to stop the jurists' revulsion against Sufis, as is testified by a jurist's tract 
during the Constitutional Revolution: "If Iranians knew the exact meaning of wealth, they would try 
to obtain it. But since they are in want of law [and] expertise (...) they have no wealth. They are enga
ged in nothing but superstition, pomposity, and futile activity. They do nothing but smoke opium in 
tea-houses [...]. They have no profession but begging, or being derwishes and wasting their time with 
Sufism" (Translation by Hamid Dabashi of Sayyed 'Abd ol-(Azim 'Imad ol-'Olama' Halhali's text "On 
the Meaning of Constitutional Monarchy and its Benefits" (1907), jn ARJOMAND, 1988: 343). 
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When Mohammad'alïsah (1907-1909) bombarded the parliament and had the 

revolutionary ringleaders arrested in June 1908, one of them turned out to be a son of 

Zahlr od-Dowle.100 In an incident that found its way into Persian poetry, the Shah 

ordered the destruction of Zahlr od-Dowle's house, '0I but then, full of remorse, wrote 

a reconciliatory letter. In response, Zahlr od-Dowle proclaimed - in a variation on 

Nür'alïsah's dark prediction: "You have destroyed my house, God will destroy 

yours."102 Throughout the constitutional era and until the ascent of the Pahlavi dynas

ty royal patronage nevertheless remained unimpaired, as royals retained their allegi

ance to Zahlr od-Dowle's society, and his family retained a royal, Qajar, salary.103 

' ""CAHARDAHÏ, 1361/1982-3:53. 
"" CAHARDAHÏ, 1361/1982-3: 156. Three other Safi'alïsahï Sufis were killed as well. 
' " -CAHARDAHI. 1361/1982-3:54. 
"" CAHARDAHÏ, 1361/1982-3: 54. Similarly, until 'the very end of the Qajar era', the leader of the 

Ahl-e Haqq. Shah Hayasi, received royal (state) patronage as well (MlR-HOSSElNI, 1994, (2): 222). 
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Résumé 

It has been argued in this chapter that the Ne'matollahl mystic regime's rees-

tablishment in Iran developed through two figurations. The internal dynamism among 

Sufis that enabled their ascent consisted of a massive growth in the number of their 

converts, which could not be checked by either rulers or jurists. The Sufis' relations 

vis-a-vis state and societal (jurists') regimes - the two other relational dimensions of 

mystic regimes - have been grasped in the notion of 'trilateral figurations'. 

I began arguing the relevance of trilateral figurations by addressing Corbin's qua

ternary Shi'ism - underlying which were neglected histories of conflict about spiritual 

authority, constitutive of Sufism. In Weberian ideal-types, Islamic histories were con

ceptualised in a dichotomy of law and 'experience'. Its use as a tool of analysis is 

limited, however, because of a pattern of overlap between Sufis and jurists, 

antinomian traditions that dissolve Sufism as a unitary object, and the centrality of 

the state in shaping Sufi-jurist relations. The centrality of the state remains similarly 

unaccounted for in the historical anthropology of Islam, which complemented the 

law-and-experience dichotomy with an equally Weberian duality of modernity and 

tradition. Beyond the grid of these notions, Iranian Sufism's social development has 

taken shape through the contingent factors of state centralisation and royal patronage. 

In the first, eighteenth century figuration, the relations of Sufis derived mainly 

from local rulers' competition for power in the absence of a central state. Both Sufis 

and jurists at times achieved autonomous local influence. Their power of popular 

mobilisation brought rulers to seek proximity to Sufis, and to persecute them where 

they were seen to threaten the state. Rulers often feared jurists in the second 

figuration, which had the reunified state at its centre. Their Sufi patronage, in turn, 

enhanced continuous Sufi challenges of jurist authority. Nineteenth century Iran did 

not, therefore, see the disappearance of 'traditional' Sufis through the ascent of jurist-

led, 'modern' religiosity, but, instead, Sufism's socio-political renaissance. 

It was through another period of socio-political disorder and restoration in the 

early twentieth century, that new mystic regimes would again emerge. Royalty lost 

its autonomy as a worldly and spiritual centre in Iran. From then, Ne'matollahl Sufis 

came to identify more strongly with the imagined community of the Iranian nation. 


